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INTRODUCTION
When Satoshi Nakamoto shocked the world 8 years ago with a concept whitepaper called
"Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System", no one took much notice in the beginning.
However, as thousands of economists, computer scientists, and entrepreneurs began
reading, something amazing happened.
Barriers that normally divided countries, economies, cultures, and more instantly felt the first
tremors of what would ultimately become a shattering of these superficial divisions. A
decentralized world was born. In the beginning the very thought of a world economy that
had no home and no boundaries led most to fear the concept. After a short while, visionaries started to use cryptocurrencies as a faster and more economical alternative to fiat currencies - inconvertible paper money made legal tender by a government decree that lagged
both in speed and stability worldwide. Groundbreaking developments in blockchain technology, digital ledgers in which cryptocurrency transactions are recorded chronologically
and publicly, established the backbone for fast, safe and anonymous transactions around the
world.
Today we find ourselves once again on the brink of a revolution. This time it is no longer
about proving a concept.
Institutions are scared. Governments are terrified while everyday people are rejoicing in the
option of participating in a decentralized economy that knows no boundaries. We have
transformed from a black sheep to a force stronger and larger than anything that came
before it. A force that is as big as the world itself while also being small enough to honor the
foundation of privacy and independence. This is the new world that we live in, this is blockchain.
Bitsurge is a birth-child of blockchain, born from the same ideology and fundamental principles that have driven crypto to what it is today. Our team has been here from the beginning
whether they realized it or not. Over the past 5 years our founders and partners have worked
together on multiple blockchain projects which started as a concept and ultimately grew
into something that was both functional and profitable. One question that arose early on
was „Why restrict ourselves and our clients to a single product when we have so many
solutions that are constantly being developed through our network and the network of our
partners?” This was a hard question to answer. While we were very proud of our developments we were also very reluctant to release this information to the masses. So how could
we offer these products without disclosing the propitiatory algorithms and partnerships that
made them possible? The short answer was we can‘t. For a few years we have been working
on designing, modifying and perfecting these products in an effort to bring them to market.
As each solution was perfected we found it more and more difficult to disclose the architecture and design of each one for fear of duplication. There was only one logical conclusion: to
combine the best performing products into one single product that was both easy to
understand and that performed consistently so that we could let the results speak for themselves.

MISSION
Bitsurge currently combines 6 different profitable products into one easy to use coin asset
allocation token that anyone can profit from.
„You don‘t need to be a computer scientist to profit from technology.“
We break our profit system down into easy to understand profit vehicles.
Once all of these vehicles get onto the same road of profitability we let physics take over.
The same way that a formula one car uses the power of the car in front of it to conserve fuel
and power just prior to taking the lead is how our system works. One single product may not
always be in the lead in terms of profitability but that does not mean that it cannot win the
race.
We „draft“ profitability off of our other investment vehicles to propel the next ahead in an
order that is determined by algorithm designed by artificial intelligence technology. Niche
mining might be leading the way on a Tuesday while an AI arbitrage opportunity on Wednesday yields higher returns. The profitability between the two products is made stronger by
their ability to succumb to a higher margin to drive the overall product forward. The result of
this system is a scenario where without using the „draft“ of mining profits AI mining would
not be able to return at a rate as high as it would have on its own. This fundamentally creates
a decentralized profitability system that bases its own profitability on the system that came
before it. Like the crypto community, we are stronger as a team than we are individually.
There are currently 6 investment vehicles that you can take part in.

BENEFITS
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Today we are on the eve of revolutionizing cryptocurrency. The introduction of artificial
intelligence (AI), the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks
normally requiring human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition,
decision-making, and translation between languages is bound to pave the way for unprecedented technological features of cryptocurrencies that will change the landscapes of innovation.
Niche Mining
In light of the unfavorable development of the mining business over the last months,
network hashrates have risen dramatically and the market has been swamped by mining
hardware. Profitable single and multi-coin mining has grown increasingly difficult. For this
reason, quality mining providers have created new, ground-breaking alternatives. Our
mining partner specializes in pre-market mining services and offers coin developers mining
power for rent before coins are officially listed. Remuneration takes place via a profit-sharing
model. An extensive screening process of our partners by our expert team ensures that this
form of mining makes mining profitable
AI Coin Arbitrage
We work with an international team of professionals that has developed an Automated
Trader Platform based on logarithms featuring AI technology. This software generates a
smartbot algorithm that is unprecedented in the world of autobot crypto trading and allows
us to conduct automatic transactions within seconds, thus generating a vast amount of
micro rewards that constitute an automatic revenue stream. International exchanges
between a combination of private crypto holders as well as exchanges allow for instant
re-marketing to both fill and buy from order-books at dozens of locations worldwide.
CRYPTO Coin Trading
Based on our network, we make use of the opportunity of pre-market investments and OTC
(over-the-counter) transactions to facilitate low-cost, under-market-value conditions. For our
crypto business partners, we act as market makers for exchanges, a coin supplier for trading
platforms and a financial partner for select new token releases. With this business model, we
can offer small innovators the opportunity to participate in a trading market that is difficult
to access otherwise if not impossible.
Masternode Lending Services
Traditional masternode models restrict new investors from participation due to economies
of scale while simultaneously preventing masternode owners from cashing out at risk of
losing their position. We have created what is effectively a masternode mortgage system
which allows node holders to leverage their holdings while providing them access to liquid
crypto to pursue additional investment opportunities. The resulting masternode pays out
slightly less to the node holder while we profit from the difference in yield during the
lending period.

OUTLOOK
As we forge ahead we will no doubt find new investment products that will yield higher
returns than the ones that came before them. What is important to understand is that we do
not forget where we came from. Not just in the sense of the sentimental acknowledgement
but also in terms of learning. With each product that is born each day, our AI side of the
business learns more about how its design, implementation and delivery needs to adjust
itself for mass use. By learning from our mistakes, we become smarter and faster in an effort
to move forward.
It is this appreciation of ignorance before perfection that allows our technology and team to
become stronger and more profitable each day. While we do not claim to be „profits“ we
certainly know where to find them.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Total Token Supply: 20.000.000
Fixed Token Value: 40 USD
Token period: 90 days, burned after the cycle
Token exchangeable in and to PURA only
Algorithm: Proprietary licensed Artificial Intelligence and machine learning technology
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